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QUESTION 1

A company has implemented centralized logging and monitoring of AWS CloudTrail logs from all Regions in an Amazon
S3 bucket. The log Hies are encrypted using AWS KMS. A Security Engineer is attempting to review the log files using a
third-party tool hosted on an Amazon EC2 instance The Security Engineer is unable to access the logs in the S3 bucket
and receives an access denied error message 

What should the Security Engineer do to fix this issue? 

A. Check that the role the Security Engineer uses grants permission to decrypt objects using the KMS CMK. 

B. Check that the role the Security Engineer uses grants permission to decrypt objects using the KMS CMK and gives
access to the S3 bucket and objects 

C. Check that the role the EC2 instance profile uses grants permission lo decrypt objects using the KMS CMK and gives
access to the S3 bucket and objects 

D. Check that the role the EC2 instance profile uses grants permission to decrypt objects using the KMS CMK 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

The Security Engineer for a mobile game has to implement a method to authenticate users so that they can save their
progress. Because most of the users are part of the same OpenID-Connect compatible social media website, the
Security Engineer would like to use that as the identity provider. 

Which solution is the SIMPLEST way to allow the authentication of users using their social media identities? 

A. Amazon Cognito 

B. AssumeRoleWithWebIdentity API 

C. Amazon Cloud Directory 

D. Active Directory (AD) Connector 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

A company had one of its Amazon EC2 key pairs compromised. A Security Engineer must identify which current Linux
EC2 instances were deployed and used the compromised key pair. 

How can this task be accomplished? 

A. Obtain the list of instances by directly querying Amazon EC2 using: aws ec2 describe- instances -fi1ters "Name=key-
name,Values=KEYNAMEHERE". 

B. Obtain the fingerprint for the key pair from the AWS Management Console, then search for the fingerprint in the
Amazon Inspector logs. 
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C. Obtain the output from the EC2 instance metadata using: curl http://169.254.169.254/latest/meta-data/ public-
keys/0/. 

D. Obtain the fingerprint for the key pair from the AWS Management Console, then search for the fingerprint in Amazon
CloudWatch Logs using: aws logs filter-log-events. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

A company uses multiple AWS accounts managed with AWS Organizations. Security engineers have created a
standard set of security groups for all these. accounts. The security policy requires that these security groups be used
for all applications and delegates modification authority to the security team only. 

A recent security audit found that the security groups are inconsistently implemented across accounts and that
unauthorized changes have been made to the security groups. A security engineer needs to recommend a solution to
improve consistency and to prevent unauthorized changes in the individual accounts in the future. 

Which solution should the security engineer recommend? 

A. Use AWS Resource Access Manager to create shared resources for each required security group and apply an IAM
policy that permits read-only access to the security groups only. 

B. Create an AWS CloudFormation template that creates the required security groups Execute the template as part of
configuring new accounts Enable Amazon Simple Notification Service (Amazon SNS) notifications when changes occur 

C. Use AWS Firewall Manager to create a security group policy, enable the policy feature to identify and revert local
changes, and enable automatic remediation 

D. Use AWS Control Tower to edit the account factory template to enable the snare security groups option Apply an
SCP to the OU or individual accounts that prohibits security group modifications from local account users 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 5

Which of the following is the most efficient way to automate the encryption of AWS CloudTrail logs using a Customer
Master Key (CMK) in AWS KMS? 

A. Use the KMS direct encrypt function on the log data every time a CloudTrail log is generated. 

B. Use the default Amazon S3 server-side encryption with S3-managed keys to encrypt and decrypt the CloudTrail
logs. 

C. Configure CloudTrail to use server-side encryption using KMS-managed keys to encrypt and decrypt CloudTrail
logs. 

D. Use encrypted API endpoints so that all AWS API calls generate encrypted CloudTrail log entries using the TLS
certificate from the encrypted API call. 

Correct Answer: C 
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https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonS3/latest/dev/UsingKMSEncryption.html 
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